My German-Spanish week

The week of 4th April to 10th April with my exchange partner Mariana was so
interesting and unforgettable.
We had a very great time also with the other Spanish people.
On the 6th of April we were in the school and we had barbecue with all the other students.
There we had the chance to know everybody better and we also played volleyball which
was very funny.
On the 7th of April my classmate Katharina and me we did a trip through the school and shew the Spanish our
school and the most important rooms and so on.

(Berlin)
One day later we were in Berlin. It was great for everybody.
We went shopping, we went to the “Reichstag”(parliament and to the checkpoint-charlie.
Nevertheless we watched the city and enjoyed the sunny and warm day.
It was a great day but in the evening everybody was so tired we just fell into the bed.

(Potsdam)
The next day we were in Potsdam exactly in “Sanssouci” but we had a very rainy day.
That’s why we hadn’t so much fun like the day before.
Our clothes were wet and we were happy when we sat in the restaurant and ate something warm.
The rest of the days we spend the time at home but on the Saturday we were in Berlin to watch the Egyptian
museum.
Mariana loved it to play with my little dog “Spike” who was very happy about this.
One evening we were in a cocktail bar and an other evening in the bowling hall-it was the last night we were all
together so we enjoyed it.
Thursday wasn’t so good for us.
At 10 o’clock they left us on the station. It was so sad.
Some of us cried because they are all still in our hearts and we are happy to see them in October.
Before Mariana went into the train she gave me a letter with a drawn.
It was a great feeling and I know that I won a really good friend.
I will never regret this exchange!

